Series: E001

- **boak**
- **hank**
- **matt**
- **shaw**
Series: E002

**baux**

![Graph of baux prices over 50 days]

**etna**

![Graph of etna prices over 50 days]

**laky**

![Graph of laky prices over 50 days]

**zanz**

![Graph of zanz prices over 50 days]
Series: E003

- **amin**
  - Price range: 20.0 to 22.0
  - Days range: 0 to 50

- **form**
  - Price range: 20.5 to 23.5
  - Days range: 0 to 50

- **sady**
  - Price range: 19 to 23
  - Days range: 0 to 50

- **virg**
  - Price range: 19 to 23
  - Days range: 0 to 50
Series: E004
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Series: E005

- **acco**
- **buta**
- **rulm**
- **scen**
Series: E007

- **burb**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 5.5 to 7.0
- **carp**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 5.6 to 6.0
- **jeff**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 5.6 to 6.2
- **spry**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 5.8 to 6.2
Series: E009

atle

edge

heli

unch
Series: E011

- **body**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 2.2 to 3.0
  - Graph shows fluctuations over time.

- **onyx**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 2.6 to 3.4
  - Graph peaks at around 20 days and declines thereafter.

- **redd**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 2.0 to 2.8
  - Graph shows a decline and then an increase.

- **yolk**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 1.5 to 2.5
  - Graph declines steadily over the period.
Series: E014
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Series: E015
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Series: E017

- **azor**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 10.5 to 13.5

- **gosh**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 13.5 to 14.5

- **mean**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 10.5 to 13.5

- **ziba**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 11.5 to 14.5
Series: E018
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Series: E019

- **andy**
  - Price vs Days graph showing a peak around Day 40.

- **broc**
  - Price vs Days graph showing a gradual decrease with some fluctuations.

- **mort**
  - Price vs Days graph showing a sharp decrease around Day 30, followed by fluctuations.

- **shep**
  - Price vs Days graph showing a sharp decrease, followed by a gradual increase with fluctuations.
Series: E023

**blue**

Price vs Days graph showing a steady increase over time.

**pect**

Price vs Days graph showing fluctuating prices over time.

**rita**

Price vs Days graph showing a sharp decline at the beginning, followed by fluctuations.

**spud**

Price vs Days graph showing a gradual increase over time with some fluctuations.
Series: E026
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Series: E027

**eyew**

Days: 0 to 50
Price: 18 to 24

**leta**

Days: 0 to 50
Price: 16.5 to 18.5

**puma**

Days: 0 to 50
Price: 12 to 18

**ylil**

Days: 0 to 50
Price: 18.5 to 19.5
Series: E029

- **adda**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 5 to 8
  - Price trend: Upward initially, then fluctuates

- **elmo**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 7.0 to 9.0
  - Price trend: Fluctuates with a peak at around day 40

- **melt**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 7.0 to 8.8
  - Price trend: Fluctuates with peaks at days 15 and 40

- **plum**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 7.0 to 8.5
  - Price trend: Peaks at day 20 and drops sharply at day 40
Series: E031
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Series: E032

**dott**

Days: 0 to 50
Price: 0 to 28

**film**

Days: 0 to 50
Price: 14 to 22

**teak**

Days: 0 to 50
Price: 16 to 22

**vela**

Days: 0 to 50
Price: 22 to 30
Series: E033

**coba**

![Graph showing price changes over days for coba.](image)

**eden**

![Graph showing price changes over days for eden.](image)

**padd**

![Graph showing price changes over days for padd.](image)

**surv**

![Graph showing price changes over days for surv.](image)
Series: E034

- **aqua**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 8.5 to 10.5

- **beau**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 9.5 to 12.5

- **mann**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 8.0 to 10.0

- **tsum**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 8.0 to 9.0
Series: E035

**amph**

- Days: 0 to 50
- Price: 0 to 18

**cleo**

- Days: 0 to 50
- Price: 16 to 24

**dobe**

- Days: 0 to 50
- Price: 12.0 to 15.0

**raze**

- Days: 0 to 50
- Price: 10 to 14
Series: E042
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Series: E042
Series: E047

Graphs for Series apus, hirt, russ, and sext.
Series: E049
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Series: E050

- **crow**: The price graph shows an overall upward trend, with fluctuations between 9.5 and 11.5 over 50 days.

- **flag**: The price graph exhibits a significant increase around day 30, with a peak at approximately 10.5, and a general fluctuation between 9.2 and 10.0 over 50 days.

- **play**: The price graph fluctuates more drastically with peaks around days 40 and 50, starting from 7.0 and reaching up to 12.0 over 50 days.

- **tusa**: The price graph shows a gradual decrease from 8.4 to 7.0 over 50 days, with fluctuations in between.
Series: E051
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Series: E054

- **cain**: Days vs. Price
  - Price range: 26 to 29
  - Days range: 0 to 50

- **ivan**: Days vs. Price
  - Price range: 26.0 to 29.0
  - Days range: 0 to 50

- **lapi**: Days vs. Price
  - Price range: 24 to 28
  - Days range: 0 to 50

- **rani**: Days vs. Price
  - Price range: 27 to 33
  - Days range: 0 to 50
Series: E055
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Series: E056

**alga**

![Graph of alga over days with price range 9.2 to 10.0](image)

**herb**

![Graph of herb over days with price range 8.2 to 9.4](image)

**loue**

![Graph of loue over days with price range 9.0 to 11.0](image)

**sard**

![Graph of sard over days with price range 6 to 9](image)
Series: E057

- **eppy**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 11.0 to 12.0

- **lymf**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 12.4 to 13.2

- **spot**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 12.0 to 13.0

- **tile**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 11.6 to 12.8
Series: E058
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Series: E060
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Series: E061
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Series: E063
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Series: E063
Series: E064

- **deca**
- **iron**
- **khat**
- **opal**
Series: E066

- **lyle**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 9.0 to 13.0

- **mist**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 9.0 to 10.0

- **poem**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 6.0 to 8.0

- **sook**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 8.5 to 10.0
Series: E068
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Series: E069

- **fire**: Price decreases over time, with fluctuations.
- **knot**: Price increases gradually over time, with more pronounced fluctuations.
- **lilt**: Price peaks early on, then fluctuates with a downward trend.
- **usad**: Price rises sharply, then fluctuates significantly with a final decline.

Series: E071

- **feat**: Price vs. Days graph showing fluctuations.
- **halo**: Price vs. Days graph showing a downward trend.
- **liga**: Price vs. Days graph with a notable spike.
- **zone**: Price vs. Days graph with a steady decline.

Graphs illustrate price movements over 50 days for each series.
Series: E072

**goya**

Price vs. Days graph for goya.

**nico**

Price vs. Days graph for nico.

**prim**

Price vs. Days graph for prim.

**wadi**

Price vs. Days graph for wadi.
Series: E073

**buff**

![Graph of buff](#)

**gent**

![Graph of gent](#)

**inge**

![Graph of inge](#)

**wine**

![Graph of wine](#)
Series: E075
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Series: E080

**dure**

![Graph of dure price over days](image)

**mias**

![Graph of mias price over days](image)

**stel**

![Graph of stel price over days](image)

**wesa**

![Graph of wesa price over days](image)
Series: E081

- **amar**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 4.4 to 5.6

- **fowl**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 5.5 to 7.0

- **gaea**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 5.2 to 6.4

- **past**
  - Days: 0 to 50
  - Price: 4.4 to 5.6
Series: E082

- **each**
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  - Price

- **floe**
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  - Price

- **gull**
  - Days
  - Price

- **real**
  - Days
  - Price
Series: E083

- **arty**
- **band**
- **spec**
- **vapo**
Series: E085

- **arid**
- **gogg**
- **nova**
- **tebo**
Series: E086

![Graph of aral](image)

![Graph of grum](image)

![Graph of hild](image)

![Graph of twig](image)
Series: E088
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Series: E091
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Series: E092
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Series: E096
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Series: E097
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Series: E098
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Series: E100

- **coup**
- **koan**
- **pele**
- **xeno**